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United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child
Article 3: The best interests of children must be the primary concern in making decisions that may affect them.
Article 29: Education must develop every child’s personality, talents and abilities to the full.

School Purpose: To prepare pupils for lifelong success
School Vision: At Godwin Junior School we:
 Value everyone
 Instil a love of learning
 Seek and promote talent
 Inspire resilient learners
 Develop responsible global citizens
 Nurture confident, articulate individuals
OUR APPROACH TO MATHEMATICS
At Godwin Junior School we have adopted a Singapore mastery approach to the teaching and learning of
mathematics. A key principle behind Singapore Maths is the concrete, pictorial and abstract approach
(CPA). The CPA Singapore approach to mathematics teaches pupils to understand maths in stages,
beginning with using concrete objects (counters, Dienes blocks, number disks and so on), then moving to
pictorial (solving problems where pictures are involved), and finally working in the abstract (where
numbers represent symbolic values). Through this process, children learn various strategies to work with
numbers and build reasoning skills and understanding.
The whole class works through the programme of study at the same pace with ample time and practice in
each topic before moving on. The concept of teaching to mastery is to ensure that topics are well
developed; an idea is well formed then reinforced by practice. New knowledge is then used in subsequent
lessons so that all ideas build on each other and pupils have plenty of opportunities to develop
relationships between topics. Ideas are revisited in a spiral as pupils progress through the years, each time
at a higher level. The teacher works with a guided group either supporting or extending pupils.
Lesson structure
Each lesson is divided into distinct parts: an ‘In Focus’ task, guided practice and independent practice.
During the In-Focus task, children work in mixed ability groups on a single problem allowing the teacher to
assess what they currently know and extend their understanding. In the guided practice section, children
work through further questions with a partner but under the guidance of the teacher, to practise an idea
that has been developed in the In-Focus task. The final section of the lesson is independent practice where
the children work to apply the ideas that are taught during that lesson.
Journaling
Journaling activities are provided weekly to help develop children’s reasoning skills. For more information
see the Journaling Guidance. See appendix 2.
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Classroom Norms to Establish
1. Everyone can learn mathematics to the highest level.
2. It’s not “I can’t do it”, it’s “I can’t do it yet”.
3. Mistakes are valuable.
4. Questions are important.
5. Mathematics is about creativity, fluency, reasoning and problem solving.
6. Mathematics is about making connections and communicating what we think.
7. Depth is much more important than speed.
8. Maths lessons are about learning, not performing.
Maths intervention
Intervention sessions have been timetabled in the afternoons, for maths specialist TAs to revisit objectives
which children have found challenging.
For each maths topic there are consolidation lessons in class where the teacher focuses on areas of the
curriculum which they feel children need more practise. The learning needs of individuals are addressed
through careful scaffolding, questioning and appropriate rapid intervention where necessary, to provide
the appropriate support and challenge.
Special Educational Needs
We aim to provide learning opportunities that are matched to the needs of children with Special
Educational Needs through appropriate differentiation. Work in mathematics takes into account the
targets set for individual children in their Special Education Needs and Disability Support Plans. For some
children who have significant learning needs, their planning follows a personalised curriculum which is
planned by teachers and then delivered by teachers or teaching assistants. This is based on their SEND
Annual Review action plan outcomes and is supplemented by guidance given by visiting specialist teachers
and therapists.
Cross-Curricular Links
Mathematics is taught mainly as a discrete subject, but every effort is made to link it with other areas of
the curriculum. Opportunities are sought to draw mathematical experiences out of a wide range of
activities. This will allow children to begin to use and apply mathematics in real life contexts.
Assessments
Assessment is a vital tool in the teaching of mathematics, designed to monitor children's progress and
measure attainment. Teachers are responsible for assessing and recording children’s progress in
mathematics. Maths objectives are in the front of each child’s book. These are ticked off as they are
achieved. They are used by the teacher and children to see the progress that is being made and to identify
next steps.
Assessment will include formative, summative and evaluative elements to enable effective planning.
Teacher assessment will be continuous throughout the key stage and evaluative to ensure any problem
areas are addressed through the planning and delivery of mathematics. Pupil progress grids (see appendix
3) are used to track children’s progress. Pupil progress grids will be passed on to the next teacher so they
can identify gaps in the child’s learning.
Marking
Work is marked on a daily basis; in accordance with the marking policy.
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Evaluation and monitoring
•
Mathematics will be monitored regularly throughout the school by:
•
Assessment and analysis of data
•
Lesson observations
•
Maths book audits
•
Reviewing and monitoring of planning
•
Learning walks
•
Pupil interviews
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Addition
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Year 3
VOCABULARY: add, increase, exchange, re-group, total, plus, sum, more, altogether, column addition,
estimate, inverse, double, near double, one more, ten more... one hundred more, how many more to
make ...? how many more is... than ...? how much more is...?, tens boundary, hundreds boundary
Method
HTO + O (that lie within the tens boundary).

Example/Representation:

HTO + TO (that lie within the tens boundary).

HTO + TO (that cross the tens boundary).

HTO + TO (that cross the hundreds
boundary).

HTO + HTO (that cross the tens boundary).
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HTO + HTO (that cross the tens and hundreds
boundaries).

Solve one and two step addition problems
(including missing number problems) using
concrete objects and pictorial
representations.

This number triangle has missing numbers. The numbers
along each edge must add up to 90. Put all the numbers:
20, 30, 50 and 60 in the circles to make the totals
correct.

Pupils practise adding fractions with the
same denominator through a variety of
increasingly complex problems to improve
fluency.

MENTAL STRATEGIES:
Add numbers mentally, including:
a three-digit number and a single digit number
a 3-digit number and multiples of 10
a 3-digit number and multiples of 100
 Estimate the answer to a calculation and use inverse operations to check answers.
 Know number pairs that total 1000 (multiples of 100).
 Calculate 10 or 100 more than any given number.
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Year 4
VOCABULARY: add, addition, more, plus, increase, sum, total, altogether, exchange, re-group, double, near
double, tens boundary, hundreds boundary, thousands boundary, inverse
Method
Add numbers with up to 4-digits, using the
formal written method of column addition.

Example/Representation:

Solve two-step problems using formal jottings
and explain reasoning behind their calculations
(Singapore Bar method).

Seb has 77 cubes. He builds two towers. One tower
uses 18 cubes and one tower uses 35 cubes. How
many cubes does he have left over?
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Pupils continue practise in adding fractions with
the same denominator to become fluent through
a variety of increasingly complex problems
beyond one whole.

MENTAL STRATEGIES:
 Add numbers mentally, including: a four digit number and multiples of one thousand
 Use knowledge of doubles to derive related facts (e.g 15 + 16 = 31 because 15 + 15 = 30 and 30 +
1 = 31).
 Know number pairs that total 1000 (multiples of 10) .
 Estimate the answer to a calculation and use inverse operations to check answers.
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Year 5
VOCABULARY: Efficient written method, add, addition, more, plus, increase, sum, total, altogether, score,
tens boundary, hundreds boundary, thousands boundary, ones boundary, tenths boundary, inverse
Method
Children will add numbers with more
than 4-digits using the formal written
method of column addition.

Example/Representation:

Add decimal numbers with the same
number of decimal places, using the
formal written method column
addition.
Add decimal numbers with a different
number of decimal places, using
column addition using 0 as a place
value holder.

Solve multi-step problems (that may
include subtraction) using formal
jottings and explaining reasoning
behind their choice of operation and
calculation. (Singapore Bar Method
can be used).

Example answer (Answer can be shown using different
methods).
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Practise adding fractions where
calculations exceed one as a mixed
number

MENTAL STRATEGIES:
 Add numbers mentally with increasingly large numbers (e.g 10,162 + 2,300 = 12,462).
 Mentally add tenths (e.g 0.2 + 0.6 = 0.8) and 1-digit whole numbers and tenths (8 + 0.3 = 8.3).
 Use number bonds to 100 knowledge to calculate complements to one using hundreths (e.g 0.83
+ 0.17 = 1).
 Use rounding to check answers to calculations and determine, in the context of a problem, levels
of accuracy.
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Year 6
VOCABULARY: order of operations, column addition, add, in total, answer, tens boundary, hundreds
boundary, thousands boundary, millions boundary, ones boundary, tenths boundary, hundredths
boundary, decimal place, inverse
Method
Add several numbers of increasing complexity.

Example/Representation:
81,059 + 3,668 + 15,301 +20,551 =120,579

Add several decimals numbers with a different
number of decimal places.

Solve multi-step problems (that may include
subtraction) using formal jottings and
explaining reasoning behind their calculations.
(Singapore Bar Method can be used)

A pineapple is 1.4kg lighter than a pumpkin. What is
the weight of the pumpkin?

Add fractions and mixed numbers with
different denominators, using the concept of
equivalent fractions.

MENTAL STRATEGIES:
Add numbers mentally with increasingly large numbers (e.g 10,162 + 2,300 = 12,462).
Add decimal numbers mentally (up to 2 decimal places).
Use estimation to check answers to calculations and determine, in the context of a problem, levels of
accuracy.
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Subtraction
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Year 3
VOCABULARY: leave, subtract, less, minus, column subtraction, inverse, exchange, how many are left/left
over?, difference between, how many more/fewer is... than...?, how much more/less is...?, Is the same as,
equals, sign. multiples of tens and hundreds.
Method
TO - TO (that lie within the tens boundary) in
columns and record as column subtraction.

Example/Representation:

TO - TO (that cross the tens boundary) in
columns and record as column subtraction.

HTO - TO (that lie within the tens boundary) in
columns and record as column subtraction.

HTO - TO (that cross the tens boundary) in
columns and record as column subtraction.

HTO - TO (that cross the hundreds boundary)
in columns and record as column subtraction.
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HTO - TO (that cross the hundreds and tens
boundary) in columns and record as column
subtraction.

HTO - HTO (that cross the hundreds and tens
boundary) in columns and record as column
subtraction with decomposition.

Solve one and two-step subtraction problems
(including missing number problems).

Practise subtracting fractions with the same
denominator, through a variety of increasingly
complex problems to improve fluency.

Mental strategies
Subtract numbers mentally, including:
 Subtracting a single digit number from a 3-digit number.
 Subtracting a multiple of 10 from a 3-digit number.
 Subtracting a multiple of 10 from a 3-digit number.
 Estimate the answer to a calculation and use inverse operations to check answer.
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Year 4
VOCABULARY: subtract, subtraction, minus, decrease, leave, how many are left/left over?, difference
between, how many more/fewer is... than...?, how much more/less is...?, Is the same as, equals, sign.
Column subtraction, decomposition, exchange, multiples of thousand, inverse.
Method
Subtract numbers with up
to 4-digits, using the
formal written method of
column subtraction.

Example/Representation:

Solve two-step problems
4824 people visited the museum on Tuesday.
using formal jottings and
1879 more people visited the museum on Tuesday than visited on Monday.
explaining reasoning
How many people visited the museum over the two days?
behind their choice of
operation and calculations.
(If required, Singapore Bar
Method can be used).

Pupils continue practising
subtracting fractions with
the same denominator, to
become fluent through a
variety of increasingly
complex problems beyond
one whole.

Mental strategies
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Year 5
VOCABULARY: efficient written method, subtract, subtraction, minus, decrease, difference between,
inverse, decimals, ones and tenths boundary, column subtraction, decomposition, exchange.
Method
Subtract numbers with more than 4-digits, using
the formal written method of column subtraction.

Example/Representation:

Subtract decimal numbers with the same number
of decimal places.

Solve multi-step problems using formal jottings
and explaining reasoning behind their calculations.

A shelf holds 15 books.
Jason has 56 books.
Jason thinks that he needs 5 shelves to hold all of
his books. Do you agree with him?
Explain your answer.

Practise subtracting fractions where calculations
exceed one as a mixed number.

Mental Strategies
 Subtract increasingly large numbers mentally (e.g 12, 654 – 1,341 = 11, 213).
 Mentally subtract tenths (e.g 0.7 - 0.5 = 0.2) and 1-digit whole numbers and tenths (8 - 0.3 = 7.7).
 Use rounding to check answers to calculations and determine, in the context of a problem, levels
of accuracy.
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Year 6
VOCABULARY: order of operations, subtract, decrease, difference, inverse, decimals, ones , tenths and
hundredths boundary, column subtraction, exchange.
Method
Subtract several numbers of increasing complexity
and be taught to combine some of the numbers so
that the subtraction can be completed.

Example/Representation:

Children will subtract decimal numbers with a
different number of decimal places.

Subtract several decimal numbers with a different
number of decimal places, then be taught to
combine some of the numbers so that the
subtraction can be completed.

Solve multi-step problems using formal jottings
and explaining reasoning behind their calculations.
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Subtract fractions and mixed numbers with
different denominators, using the concept of
equivalent fractions.

Mental strategies
 Subtract increasingly large numbers mentally (e.g 12, 654 – 1,341 = 11, 213).
 Subtract decimal numbers mentally (up to 2 decimal places).
 Use estimation to check answers to calculations and determine, in the context of a problem,
levels of accuracy.
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Multiplication
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Year 3
VOCABULARY: multiply, times, groups of, equal groups of, multiple of, multiplied by, estimate, inverse, grid
multiplication, expanded column multiplication, partition, product.
Method

Example/Representation:

Recall and use multiplication and division facts
for the 3, 4 and 8 multiplication tables.

Learn to calculate doubles of 2-digit numbers
through partitioning.

Multiply numbers (TO x O) through partitioning
and the formal written method.

Watch video for example
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Children will solve problems involving
multiplication, including scaling.

MENTAL STRATEGIES:
 Count forwards and backwards in multiples of 4, 8, 50 & 100.
 Know the 3, 4 and 8 times tables (in and out of order).
 Connect the 2, 4 and 8 times tables through doubling.
 Use knowledge of place value to calculate multiplication (e.g. 2 x 2 = 4, 2 x 20 = 40, 2 x 200 = 400).
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Year 4
VOCABULARY: multiply, multiplied by, product, short multiplication, partition, distributive law,
commutative, groups of, multiply, times, multiples, inverse
Method
Multiply numbers (TU x O) by partitioning the 2digit number and using two short multiplications
along with addition to solve the problem.

Example/Representation:

Multiply numbers (HTU x O) using the formal
written method of short multiplication.

Solve problems involving multiplying and adding to
multiply two or three-digit numbers by one digit.

Harriet has 7 friends who each have 24 apples.
Joseph has 3 friends who each have 27 apples. How
many apples do Harriet and Joseph’s friends have
altogether?

MENTAL STRATEGIES:
 Know all times tables up to and including 12 x 12 (by the end of Year 4).
 Recognise and use factor pairs (e.g factor pairs for numbers up to and including 10).
 Know that TU x 5 is TU x 10 then divide by 2 (e.g 18 x 5 = (18 x 10) ÷ 2 = 90).
 Know that TU x 9 is TU x 10 then subtract TU (e.g 18 x 9 = (18 x 10) – 18 = 162).
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Year 5
VOCABULARY: composite numbers, prime number, prime factor, cube number, square number, derive,
factor pairs, formal written method, times, multiply, multiplied by, multiple of, product, short
multiplication, partition, long multiplication, scaling, decimal place, ones, tenths and hundreds.
Method
Multiply numbers (TO x TO) by partitioning the
second 2-digit number and using two short
multiplications along with addition to solve the
problem.

Example/Representation:

Multiply numbers (TOx TO) using the formal
written method of long multiplication.

Multiply numbers (HTO x TO) using the formal
written method of long multiplication.

Long multiplication
Multiply numbers (ThHTO x TO) using the formal
written method of long multiplication.

Multiply whole numbers and those involving
decimals by 10, 100 and 1000, by moving the digits
around the fixed decimal on a place value grid.

Children will solve problems involving
multiplication, including scaling.

Alfie runs 3400m on Sports Day. His friend, Harry,
runs three times as far. How far does Harry run?

With the use of materials and diagrams, pupils will
multiply proper fractions and mixed numbers by
whole numbers
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MENTAL STRATEGIES:
 Recognise and calculate factor pairs for any number.
 Use times table knowledge to derive multiples of any number.
 Establish whether a number is a prime number (up to 100) or a composite number (not prime)
and recall prime numbers up to 19.
 To know what a square number is and recall all square numbers (up to and including 144).
 To know what a cube number is and recall the first 5 cube numbers.
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Year 6
VOCABULARY: common factors, multiples, prime, formal written method, multiply, multiplied by, multiple
of, product, short and long multiplication, partition, scaling, decimal place, ones, tenths and hundredths.
Method
Multiply numbers by 10, 100 and 1000, where the
answers are up to three decimal places.

Example/Representation:

Multiply one-digit numbers with up to two decimal
places by whole numbers using:
- Short multiplication when multiplying by a single
digit.
- Long multiplication when multiplying by a 2-digit
number.
Multiply multi-digit numbers up to 4 digits, by a 2digit whole number, using the formal written
method of long multiplication.

Multiply simple pairs of fractions, writing the
answer in its simplest form.

Pupils use their understanding of the relationship
between unit fractions and division, to work
backwards by multiplying a quantity that
represents a unit fraction.

MENTAL STRATEGIES:
 Identify common factors, common multiples and prime numbers.
 Use common factors to simplify fractions mentally.
 Use estimation to check answers to calculations and determine, in the context of a problem,
levels of accuracy.
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Division
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Year 3
VOCABULARY: divided by, divide, divided into, grouping, divisor, short division, remainder, inverse divisor,
dividend, quotient
Method
Use practical resources to support the expanded
division method, that should lead onto the short
division method.
(TO ÷ O and HTO ÷ O )

Example/Representation:
Expanded division
Children should be taught to make links with their
times tables knowledge, to help partition numbers
in different ways.

Short division
By the end of the year short division without
carrying over.

Pupils connect tenths to place value, decimal
measures and that tenths is to divide by 10.

MENTAL STRATEGIES:
 Know the division facts from the 3, 4 and 8 times tables.
 Use knowledge of place value to calculate division (e.g. 14 ÷ 2 = 7, 140 ÷ 2 = 70, 1400 ÷ 2 = 700).
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Year 4
VOCABULARY: factor, divisor, divided by, divided into, remainders, divisible by, equivalent, short division,
derive, inverse, remainder, multiples, exchange
Method
Use practical resources, to support solving
division number sentences with remainders.

Example/Representation:

Use practical resources to support the short
division method, where exchange across
place value columns occurs. (HTO ÷ O)
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Find the effect of dividing a 1 or 2-digit
number by 10 and 100; identifying the value
of the digits in the answer as ones, tenths
and hundredths.

Count up and down in hundredths; recognise
that hundredths arise when dividing an
object by a hundred and dividing tenths by
ten.

Counting in hundredths

MENTAL STRATEGIES:
 Know all related division facts for all times tables up to 12 times table (by the end of Year 4).
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Year 5
VOCABULARY: divide, divided by, divided into, divisible by, remainder, quotient, inverse, decomposing,
factor, decimal place, ones, tenths, scaling, short division
Method
Use short division to solve division number
sentences with remainders. (HTO ÷ TO)

Example/Representation:

Use practical resources, to support solving division
number sentences with remainders. (ThHTO ÷ O)
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Divide whole numbers and those involving
decimals by 10, 100 and 1000 by moving the digits
around the fixed decimal.

Children will solve problems involving division,
including scaling.

MENTAL STRATEGIES:
 Multiply and divide numbers mentally drawing upon known facts.
 Associate fractions with division.
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Year 6
VOCABULARY: divide, divided by, divided into, divisible by, remainder, factor, quotient, inverse, decimal
place, ones, tenths, hundredths, scaling, formal written methods.
Method
Divide numbers up to 4 digits by a two-digit
whole number, using the formal written method
of division.

Example/Representation:

Interpret remainders as whole number
remainders, fractions or decimals.

Divide decimal numbers with up to 3 decimal
places by 10, 100 and 1000, by moving the digits
around a fixed decimal.

Divide proper fractions by whole numbers.

MENTAL STRATEGIES:
 Use estimation to check answers to calculations and determine, in the context of a problem,
levels of accuracy.
 Calculate a fraction of an amount.
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Appendix 1: Examples of formal written methods for
addition, subtraction, multiplication and division
Source: Mathematics National Curriculum - September 2013
This appendix sets out some examples of formal written methods for all four operations to
illustrate the range of methods that could be taught. It is not intended to be an exhaustive list,
nor is it intended to show progression in formal written methods.
For multiplication, some pupils may include an addition symbol when adding partial
products. For division, some pupils may include a subtraction symbol when subtracting
multiples of the divisor.
Addition and subtraction

Short multiplication
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Long multiplication

Short division

Long division

